For Immediate Release

Weston Forest announces exclusive Canadian distribution of TIVA Building Products
Mississauga, Ontario – January 31, 2019
Steve Rhone, President of Weston Forest, is pleased to announce an exclusive Canadian distribution
agreement with TIVA Building Products.
“We are excited to have the opportunity to partner with a company that shares our values and focuses on a
great customer experience”, stated Rhone. “From design to purchase, right through to the installation, TIVA
will be there to ensure you will continue to love doing business with us”.
Maximize your living and minimize the maintenance with TIVADEK PVC Decking and TIVADOK PVC Dock
Boards. Using advanced Carbon Nanotechnology, TIVADEK and TIVADOK are industry leading PVC products
that use the highest quality materials to make your outdoor oasis last a lifetime. TIVA has designed specialty
wood colours and high performance boards that allow you to bring your living space outdoors with style and
confidence. TIVA brings your outdoor space to life with an exclusive design palette and naturally inspired
variegation and embossing. These elements combine to create a unique product that is both striking and
authentic.
About Weston Forest
Weston Forest is one of North America’s leading distributors and remanufacturers of softwood & hardwood
lumber and specialty panel products. Weston’s various business units serve the industrial crating and
packaging sectors, provide specialty products to the construction and infrastructure sectors, and manufacture
and distribute a wide variety of products to Lumber and Building Material dealers.
Weston Forest is honoured to be recognized as one of Canada’s Best Managed Companies, one of Canada’s
Fastest-Growing Companies, and one of Canada’s Most Admired Corporate Cultures. We are also very proud
to be a recipient of the Canadian Business Excellence Award for Private Businesses.
About TIVA Building Products
Headquartered in Mississauga, Ontario, TIVA Building Products has been in the plastic extrusion molding
industry for over 20 years. TIVA’s vast experience in a rapidly changing industry has made them the plastics
experts they are today. Over the last 15 years, TIVA has been conducting research and development with
industry-leading experts to uncover the challenges and successes in PVC decking.
TIVA has researched throughout North America and gained first-hand insights from decking experts to top
designers, and master builders to engineers. With this extensive knowledge, their team of mechanical and
chemical engineers, alongside architectural and design experts, have created a PVC decking product that has
exceptional performance and an exotic finish.
For further information, visit: www.tivabp.com

Weston Forest. You’ll love doing business with us.
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